IMPROVE YOUR FIGURE PAINTING: S OF 6

Colour and
fiesh tones
Ann Witheridge explains how to use colour when
painting the figure, why colour won't work as well if
the values are wrong, and suggests choices for a
limited palette
Ann Witheridge

olour is a very exciting subject
and one that draws us to
paintings, but it is often over
analysed and over complicated, with
the result that the student believes it
to be a difficult and even an
insurmountable subject. In my mind it
is the easiest subject to handle for it
has the most subjective possibilities.
At London Fine Art Studios many
students come to study with us
because they believe they need to
learn about colour but I know that, in
the majority of cases, it is values that
they do not grasp. As one artist said
'values do all the work and colour gets
all the credit.' For if we use the correct
value without colour, or even with
falsified colour, the image will still work.
It is best to introduce colour
gradually. When moving from charcoal
to oil painting there is so much to learn
it is not the colour that is the biggest
leap but the materials: the brushes,
pigments, surfaces and so on .
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Limiting your palette
When we introduce students to oil
paint, we initially start with grisailles
and then move on to a limited palette,
which consists of white (nowadays
titanium, although it used to be lead),
yellow ochre, a warm red and black.
This is all you need for flesh tones. It is
the limited palette used by many
painters, including Velazquez and Zorn.
Limiting your palette makes you really
understand just how versatile the four
pigments are . They are made up of the
three primaries and white. White does
not act as a colour in itself but is a
wonderful way to take down the chroma
of a pigment and soften a colour. I
prefer to change black for blue and
burnt umber for burnt sienna. I find it
better when translating to landscape
and still life. Working with a limited
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Ann Witheridge, Ruby, oil on canvas, 20 X 15* in (51 X 40cm}.
In this painting of Ruby, I had been painting a still life of oranges and lemons in the morning.
I had a palette full of lovely colours. It was also a Friday and I was away for the weekend. I had
all this delicious paint on my palette and it seemed a waste not to use it. Can you see the lemon
on the breast and the orange in the bottom? I had asked Ruby to wear a colourful headscarf
and this also helped me see more colour. The extended still-life palette I was using, and her
headscarf, made me much more playful with the background and in the flesh tones
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<II Firdaws, oil on canvas, 35~ X 19Xin
(90 X50cm).
In this painting, the scarf draped next to
Firdaws gave me an opportunity to find more
varied flesh tones and cleaner colours. She
has very pure transparent skin and the
juxtaposition of this whiteness can intensify
the sense of the cools and the colour

sienna to deepen the value, or with
cadmium to add more punch.

Conclusion
Colour is a wonderful subject and has
far-reaching possibilities. It is best to
start with limited colours to learn just
how much these can be manipulated.
But also remember that colour can be
falsified to enhance mood. We can use
it to redirect focus, by both subduing
and intensifying the colour.
When composing an image there are a
certain amount of design choices we
can make with proportion and
placement on canvas, a certain amount
with values, by extending or reducing
them. But with colour we can easily
redesign the whole composition and
change the balance of the painting. We
can add colours to subdue colours and
change mood, intensify colour in
different areas of the figure and
background to take attention away or
refocus. Colour is very subjective and
can be enjoyed and manipulated in so
many ways if the drafting and values
are correct.

A little colour science

palette is so enriching as we realise just
how much we can do with those
colours. When trying to make a colour
anew, it is much easier to recall the mix
if the options have been a juggle of
four colours rather than a juggle of 20!

An extended palette
You can extend your palette with any
colours you wish, but it is easiest when
thinking about temperature. I usually
have a warm and a cool of each of the
primary colours:
Blue: ultramarine and cobalt (cerulean
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is even warmer than cobalt, which is
wonderful for landscape painting but
not necessary in figure painting);
I prefer cobalt in my flesh tones as it
sits neutrally between ultramarine and
cerulean.
Red: cadmium red light and alizarin
crimson. Perhaps try an alizarin red or
Venetian red for cooler reds around the
bottom, elbows, feet.
Yellow: ochre and cadmium yellow.
Ochre is a fantastic neutral yellow but
we can create wonderful effects with a
Naples yellow to soften, with raw

There are certain core elements we
should think about when transitioning
from values to colour.
Values Remember that despite the
richness of colour, it is nothing without
its value. Finding the correct value of
the colour is more important than the
colour itself. Degas is a wonderful
painter to examine. His values are true,
but can be intensified or subdued to
create effects. Likewise he often
falsifies the colour while remaining true
to the value.
Hue This is the name we give the
colour we see (blue, red, yellow etc).
Temperature In conveying the right
effect, evaluating the temperature of a
colour is more important than the pure
colour itself. ls it a warm colour or a
cool colour? It is too simplistic to think
that reds are warm and blues are cool,
as in every hue you can have a warm
and cool version. Alizarin crimson is a
cool red , cadmium red is a warm red.
Ultramarine blue is a cool blue and
cerulean is a warm blue. Likewise if a
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PRACTICAL
~ India Amos, Nude 1, oil on canvas, 29 X 15 ~ in (73.SX 40cm).
India used the limited palette. Her shadow shapes are clear and the
beauty in the image is in the subtlety of the gesture and gentleness of
the pose. The painting does not need many colours for it to work. If
you are looking for a cooler red it is easy to add some alizarin crimson
or Venetian red, but when limiting your palette you can equally cool it
down by adding a bit of black. Likewise I can completely change the
colour of my darks by adding ochre or red, pushing the black to a
green or purple

A India Amos, Nude 2, oil on canvas (14 X 11 in) (35.S X 28cm).
'This was a demonstration I did for my students in class one day. It was
difficult to replicate the flesh tones created by the soft north light. I
limited my palette to titanium white, yellow ochre, cadmium red,
ultramarine blue and ivory black. In doing so I restricted the dialogue
from being strictly about colour and colour matching and instead
concentrated on all the other issues of painting flesh tones such as
values, edges and tonal harmony. If you have this approach it allows
you to concentrate on the image as a whole, rather than the minutiae,
which makes for a much stronger painting: India Amos

relatively cool red is next to an even
cooler red, it will appear warm. Think of
Picasso's paintings: the values can be
true but the colour and temperature
are certain ly falsified, to enhance mood
and create effects of both harmony and
dissonance.
Chroma This is the Greek word for
colour and refers to the intensity or
saturation of the colour. So we could
say that pastel colours are less
chromatic than fluorescent colours. In
painting if we add white to the colour
not on ly can it lighten the value, it can
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also reduce the chroma. Think of the
difference between pure cadmium red
and red mixed with titanium white.
Likewise if we add red to black the
value can appear darker, and if we add
a little red to white it can appear
stronger. Chroma makes a colour sing,
and therefore if added to white or
black, pops the value. With Van Gogh,
the colours are purified, but the values
are true. We do not question the image
and the form, but the chroma helps the
mood and gives the painting more
power.

Ann Witheridge founded

London Fine
Art Studios. She has taught figure
drawing and painting for over 1S years
and written for art periodicals over the
course of her teaching. India Amos has
been working with Ann for six years and
is head of figure drawing and
coordinates all the models at London
Fine Art Studios. For more information
see www.londonfineartstudios.com

Next month: Bacligrounds
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